
Mysterious Islands: Spontaneous 
Human Combustion:

Even though Atlantis has been debunked as a
fabrication by the ancient Greek

 philosopher Plato, have you ever pondered 
the existence of other enigmatic islands

 like Thule or Lemuria?

Regarding the death of Mary Reeser in 1951, 
do you believe it was a case of spontaneous
human combustion, or could it have been an
accident caused by a misplaced cigarette? 
If you lean towards the latter, how would you

explain the confinement of the fire to her body
without damaging the surrounding room?

Legendary Creatures: Crop Circles:

If you had the opportunity to set out 
on an expedition in search of 

legendary creatures like Bigfoot, 
the Loch Ness Monster, or the Chupacabra, 

which one would you choose and why?

Do you believe the intricate patterns that
appear in crop fields are merely elaborate

hoaxes by humans, or could they be 
the work of extraterrestrial entities?



Researchers have confirmed 
Stonehenge is a giant ancient solar calendar.
Given that its construction required significant
planning, organization, and labor, who do you

believe built it 
around 5,000 years ago?

The Bermuda Triangle: The Nazca Lines:

Do you attribute the mysterious
disappearances of numerous ships and

aircraft, like Flight 19 in 1945, 
to the unpredictable weather conditions 

within the Bermuda Triangle, or do you think
the Bermuda Triangle could possibly be 

a portal to another dimension?

Do you think the enormous geoglyphs 
etched into the desert floor in Peru, 

featuring intricate designs such as the
hummingbird, spider, and astronaut, 

were created by humans, or could they 
have been the work of ancient astronauts?

Pyramids of Egypt: Stonehenge in England:

Considering the complex construction
techniques and precise alignments, do you
think that extraterrestrial beings might have
lent a hand in building the ancient Egyptian

pyramids, such as the Great Pyramid of Giza?



Ball Lightning: Stigmata Marks:

If you were out during a storm and 
saw a glowing sphere bouncing in the air, 

how would you react first? 
Would you try to approach it, or would you

record it and go live on social media?

Do you believe that these marks, 
which often appear suddenly without 

any obvious physical cause and 
resemble the wounds of Jesus Christ, 

are miraculous occurrences, or 
could they be psychological phenomena
influenced by intense religious devotion?

The Voynich Manuscript: The Easter Island Moai:

Do you think that this mysterious manuscript
contains ancient herbal remedies 

and medicinal practices, or could it be 
an elaborate hoax designed to deceive us?

How do you believe the Moai statues, some
weighing up to 85 tons, were transported

across the island 500-700 years ago?
Could this have been accomplished purely

through coordinated human effort, or 
do you think supernatural forces 

might have been involved?



Have you ever heard the low-frequency
 "Hum"? Do you believe the "Hum" is caused 

by aspects of modern life, such as 
gas pipelines or low-frequency submarine

communications, or could it be that 
those who hear it simply have 

exceptionally sensitive hearing?

The Shroud of Turin: The Taos Hum:

Do you believe the imprint of Jesus Christ 
on the shroud is an authentic relic, or 

could it be a medieval forgery?

The Mary Celeste: The Oak Island Money Pit:

What do you think prompted the crew to
abandon this seaworthy ship, 

found adrift in the Atlantic Ocean in 1872?
Could it have been an attack by a sea

monster, or perhaps an abduction by aliens?

Do you think this is a natural sinkhole 
devoid of treasure, or could it be a secret

hiding place for loot stashed away by pirates or
British troops during wartime?


